The variational method and the Hamiltonian formalism of QCD are used to derive relativistic, momentum space integral equations for a quark-antiquark system with an arbitrary number of gluons present. As a first step, the resulting infinite chain of coupled equations is solved in the nonrelativistic limit by an approximate decoupling method. Comparison with experiment allows us to fix the quark mass and coupling constant, allowing for the calculation of the spectra of massive systems such as charmonium and bottomonium. Studying the results with and without the nonAbelian terms, we find that the presence of the nonAbelian factors yields better agreement with the experimental spectra.
I. INTRODUCTION
Although the hadron spectrum is understood quite well in the context of the quark model, completely ab initio treatments have proved to be difficult to implement, particularly outside the realm of lattice gauge theory. In this paper we shall consider the description of quark-antiquark states using a variational approach within the canonical Hamiltonian formalism of QCD. This approach has been used with good effect for describing relativistic two and three body bound and quasi-bound states in various QFTs, including QED [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , the Wick-Cutkosky model [7] , model QCD [8] , and other models. An overview of the variational approach in QFT up to 1988 is given in the conference proceedings mentioned in [1] . A brief review of the description of few-particle bound and quasi-bound states in QFT by means of the variational approach in the Hamiltonian formalism is given in reference [9] .
The present work is similar, in some respects, to the approach used by Zhang and Koniuk [8] , except that they used a model Hamiltonian in which a scalar confining potential is put in by hand.
In the present work we use the full QCD Hamiltonian in the Lorentz gauge as explained in Section II. The variational trial state for the quarkonium system is a Fock-space expansion that includes terms of the type |φ 0, |φ 1g , |φ 2g g , where the φ β are variational coefficient functions and q, q and g represent quarks, antiquarks and gluons respectively. We use a Gupta-Bleuler type constraint to implement the Lorentz gauge condition.
The variational principle then leads to an infinite chain of coupled integral equations for the functions φ β , which are given in Section III. Such a system of equations is impossible to solve, so the rest of the paper deals with some approximate solutions. Thus, in Section IV we consider the limit of heavy quark masses, and approximate solutions of the nonrelativistic equations are discussed in Section V, as would be adequate for the heavy cc and bb systems. A comparison with some observed charmonium and bottomonium states is presented and discussed. Concluding remarks are given in Section VI.
II. LAGRANGIAN, HAMILTONIAN AND CANONICAL QUANTIZATION
Suppressing the flavor indices, the QCD Lagrangian density is [11] 
where
and
The QCD coupling constant is denoted as g s , f a b c are the structure constants, the fermion mass m is an adjustable parameter not necessarily equivalent to the bare fermion mass m 0 , and
where the λs are the Gell-Mann matrices. As usual, repeated indices are summed over, with the color indices i, j = 1, 2, 3 and a, b, c = 1, ..., 8 for the gluon fields. Upon expansion of the terms above, the Lagrangian density may also be written as
Since the Lagrangian yields
we cannot quantize unless we use the Lorentz condition
and add a gauge fixing term [12] to L g such that
We will use in the quantized theory, in place of (12), the weaker Gupta-Bleuler (GB) constraint [12] ∂ µ A a µ+ (x)|ψ = 0.
The Hamiltonian density is canonically derived from
for all q 1 , which forces the variational coefficients φ β to obey
etc. The variational coefficients φ 0 , φ 1 ,...φ β in (29) are determined from the variational principle
which, with our trial state and the GB condition, gives the infinite chain of coupled, multidimensional integral equations:
with the condition
for λ ′′ = 0, andǫ
for λ ′′ = 1, 2.
In the QED fixed-mass case, the kinetic energy terms are neglected and all the I's and J's in (33) collapse to 1, thus allowing the infinite sequence of coupled equations to have an exact solution [13] : an ansatz, φ β , may be found (along with a specific mass renormalization condition) that decouples the equations. However, in the QCD case the Gell-Mann matrices hamper such an exact solution, but we will follow the spirit of that approach in at least getting an approximate solution. Thus we choose an ansatz
substitute it in (33), and impose a mass-renormalization condition (β-dependent)
This uncouples the chain of equations (33) and results in a sequence of bound-state equations
with the correct rest-plus-kinetic energy for a two-particle system. It is understood that the divergent integral in (37) is controlled by a suitable regulator (cut-off) which does not appear, subsequently, in (38). Equation (38), for any given β, is a momentum space Schrödinger-like equation for the stationary states of the heavy quark-antiquark system; there is an obvious color "Coulomb" term present plus a "quartic" contribution from the H 4g term. On the surface, this "quartic" term also seems to share a Coulomb-type ( 1 |k| 2 ) behavior. An explicit 1 |k| 3 or 1 |k| 4 term in the "quartic" part does not appear, a term that would signal a confining-type potential.
Note that we have chosen a specific representation [12] :
to simplify the color "Coulomb" term. We'll work out the terms for X in the "quartic" term shortly.
The sequence of equations (38) represents different approximations for thesystem with various numbers, β, of "spectator" gluons. Note that nonAbelian effects begin only with β ≥ 2. Explicitly, for β = 0, 1, 2, our mass-renormalization conditions, bound-state equations and momenta constraints are
for β = 1, and
for β = 2. There are no gluon kinetic energy terms in (41b) and (42b) because of the ansatz (36). All three equations have a one-gluon exchange "Coulomb" term, modified by color factors stemming from the sums explicitly written in APPENDIX A; that is, we have the coefficients for β = 0, 1, 2 respectively. The β = 0 equation has only the virtual one-gluon exchange and its familiar 4 3 factor, while the β = 1, 2 bound state equations have spectator gluons present. However it is only for β = 2 (more generally β ≥ 2) that there appears a nonAbelian contribution to the interquark potential energy, and so we expect that the β = 2 equation is the more realistic representation of quarkonium from among the three (β = 0, 1, 2) approximations. It is evident, though, that the equations become increasingly more complicated, and so more difficult to solve, as β increases.
V. APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS A. Suppression of NonAbelian terms
If we ignore the nonAbelian terms in equation (38), we have
and where (see APPENDIX A)
Furthermore, unlike similar equations in QED, we note that γ(β) is not a constant but β-dependent; that is, it is determined by the number of "spectator" gluons. The first few terms are
which reveal a screening effect caused by the spectator gluons, with γ(β) apparently tending to a limiting value. In the QED case, we would have γ(β) = 2 for all β. Equation (43) has exact solutions for each β, as could be found easily in coordinate space. For example, the β = 0 case of equation (43) is presented in equation (40b) and may be rewritten as
where φ 0 (p) represents φ 0 (p, n) (recall that p + n = 0 for β = 0). In coordinate space, equation (46) transforms to the familiar
where µ = m 2 and
Equation (47) has the standard (modified) solutions
The φ 0 (r) of (47) correspond to the momentum space wave functions
and the C l+1 n−l−1 's are the Gegenbauer functions.
Now, for β = 1 (which corresponds to a term with thepair plus an explicit gluon; i.e., an H + 2 -like configuration), equation (43) yields equation (41b), which we rewrite as
with φ 1 (p, n, λ 1 ) ≡ φ 1 (p, n, q 1 , λ 1 ) (recall that p + n + q 1 = 0 for this case). If we assume that
then the Z factors out and in coordinate space (51) is
If we transform to new coordinates
and let
equation (52) reduces to the form (47), with a solution
Here, φ 1 (r) is the typical hydrogenic wavefunction, and φ 1 (R) is a plane wave solution. In momentum space,
where φ 1 (p r ) is the typical momentum space hydrogenic wavefunction (see (49)). Noting the transformations (53) and (54), the analogous procedure in momentum space is to let
This will be of use in the next section. Lastly, for β = 2 (a system that is composed of apair plus two explicit gluons; i.e., an H 2 -molecule-like configuration), equation (43) 
with φ 2 (p, n, q 1 ) ≡ φ 2 (p, n, q 1 , q 2 ) (recall p + n + q 1 + q 2 = 0) and we have factored out the λ terms as in the last case. In coordinate space, equation (60) is
Note that r 3 appears as a parameter in equation (61); it has no effect on ǫ. As for the β = 1 case, we can use the transformations (53) and (54) to get
where the wave functions have the same structure as β = 1. We expect the same result to hold for β > 2, with arbitrary functions present. That is, in general, we have
(with an 'inverse Bohr radius' a = µ α γ(β) 2 n used in the respective momentum space wave functions). Let us apply this modified Balmer formula to the heavy quark mesons such as charmonium and bottomonium to obtain a prediction for the low-lying bound states. Using the experimental values for the lowest-lying 1S and 2S states of cc (i.e., J/ψ(1S), J/ψ(2S); [11] ), we can fix two of our parameters; that is, we can set our mass for the charm quark (m c ) as well as the coupling constant α particular to this system. Once this is done, we use our expressions for E (equations (48),(56), and (62)) to get the predicted values for the 3S, 4S, 5S and 6S states. We repeat the process for the bb mesons, using Υ(1S), Υ(2S), and present the results in Tables I and II for charmonium and  bottomonium respectively. In this approximation suppressing the nonAbelian terms, we note that the predicted values for charmonium and bottomonium are independent of β, the number of "spectator" gluons present.
The mass values are constant, as can be easily seen from equation (61) for n = 1, 2, as is the value α 2 γ 2 (β); only α changes with β. As expected, the predicted masses are not particularly close to the observed ones, though the values for bb are better than for charmonium, since this is a heavier, more nonrelativistic system for which the mass spectrum is influenced more by the Coulomb potential. One would expect better results still for tt, were the data available.
B. NonAbelian terms present: β = 2 case
We now turn to the more realistic approximation in which we have an explicit manifestation of the nonAbelian nature of the interaction. Recalling our transformations (58) and (59), our equation (42b), for β = 2, may be rewritten in the new coordinates as
If we make the transformation
then equation (64) becomes
For an approximate solution, let's multiply (66) by Φ(p r , P R , q 1 , q 2 ) and integrate over p r , P R , q 1 such that
As a trial function, we will use the nonAbelian solutions of the last section
where φ c (p r ) is the classic hydrogenic wave function and ψ(q 1 ) is an arbitrary function which we choose to regulate the integral in momentum space. We can treat a in the wave function as a variational parameter to optimize our results (see (49), (50)). Integrating over P R leads us to
with
i.e., q 2 = −q 1 which simplifies the polarization vector terms in X considerably (see APPENDIX A, equation (A8)). Summing over λ 1 , λ 2 in (69), we obtain
Summing again to remove the λ 1 , λ 2 terms still present in the "quartic" term of (70), that is, working out
using the convention of [14] ǫ ǫ
and recalling (39), we can simplify (70) to
or,
We will use trial functions of the scaled hydrogenic-type (equation (49)); for example, for the ground state we have
where a is an arbitrary scale parameter. For the trial function ψ(q 1 ), we choose a form
using the same scale a as for φ c (p r ). In the second part of (74), changing the variable by letting q ′ 1 = q 1 a allows us to pull out the a. That is,
where we define
.
If we optimize (75) with respect to a we obtain the optimum value a n = m α 2
and so the corresponding
Note that the binding energy is non-zero as n → ∞, quite unlike the Abelian (QED-like) case. We try a function
in (78) and use the 1S and 2S levels to fix α and m. Thus we get the predicted values for the 3S, 4S, 5S and 6S states for cc which are listed in Table III and for bb in Table IV . Alternatively, trying a function of type ψ(q
produces the results in Table V and Table VI , for cc and bb respectively. These results are for the β = 2 case only and we find that the inclusion of the nonAbelian terms improves the agreement with experiment substantially over the results of Tables I and II which were derived using only the modified Balmer formula (nonAbelian terms suppressed). Once again, the bottomonium values are better than the charmonium ones. The trial function (80) seems somewhat better than (79), but the difference is not large, suggesting that the approximate variational solutions are reasonably accurate. Our results vary with our choice of parameter N , with N = 1.75 giving the best results (note that for our trial function (79), we must have N > 1.5 to insure convergence of our integrals in (76); pushing down to this limit improves the results slightly. For (80), we need N > 0).
C. NonAbelian terms present: β = 3, 4, 5 cases
For the β = 3, 4, and 5 cases, we follow the same procedure as in the previous section. Our equations become more complicated and one finds that it is easier to deal with the multidimensional calculations by resorting to Monte Carlo integration techniques [15] . Using the trial function (79), convergence is achieved much more quickly for the N = 3, 4 cases. Comparing these results with the β = 2 calculation for N = 3, 4 is sufficient to give us an idea of the effect of increasing the number of gluons. From Table VII, for cc and N = 3, we can see that the β = 5 results are better than the β = 4 results, which are in turn an improvement over β = 3. However, none improve on the answers for β = 2. The same pattern holds for N = 4 and for bb.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Using the variational method and the Hamiltonian formalism of QCD, we have derived an infinite chain of equations for a quark-antiquark system interacting via an arbitrary number of gluons. These coupled equations are in principle exact, but not tractable. We attempt an approximation in which we decouple these equations using an ansatz borrowed from QED-type calculations. This leads to a sequence of (increasingly more complex) equations for thesystem with β = 0, 1, 2, ... gluons present. NonAbelian effects appear only for β ≥ 2. For β = 0, 1 we have only the Abelian Coulomb-type interaction present, and this leads to a Balmer-like mass-spectrum formula. We solve the β = 2 equation variationally, and work out predictions for the low-lying energy levels of charmonium and bottomonium (at least in the nonrelativistic limit). The results are encouraging since they show a substantial improvement over the Abelian approximation. We perform the same procedure for β = 3, 4, 5 but find that the results do not improve upon the ones for β = 2. It would be useful to see to what extent the results are improved if the relativistic versions of these calculations are performed. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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APPENDIX A
In Equation (31), we use the following definitions:
for λ ′′ = 0, andQ
for λ ′′ = 1, 2. And,
Removing the permutation terms in (29) leads us to the set of equations:
where the Q's andX are defined in APPENDIX A and
for λ ′′ , λ ′ = 0, andT 2 (β, k, j, λ ′′ ) = T 2 (β, k, j, λ ′′ )
for λ ′′ , λ ′ = 1, 2.
Furthermore,
F 2 (β, k, j, l, λ ′ ) = K 
